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Preface
Advances in Computational and Mathematical Methods in Science and
Engineering
It is with pleasure that we offer the readers of the Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, JCAM, this Special
Issue consisting of the contributions to Mathematical and computational tools presented at the International Conference of
Computational and Mathematical Methods in Science and Engineering, CMMSE — 2009, held at Gijón, Asturias, Spain, June
26–July 1, 2008. This special issue is another one in a line of CMMSE special issues, prior advances are in the references.
As the main emphasis and profile of each CMMSE conference state, viz. they are multi-disciplinary, they combine
important and novel mathematical and computational methods as well as innovative modelling and algorithms common to
a wide spectrum of areas of human activity and finally new insights and understanding of the necessary development and
evolution of present state of the art of mathematical and computational techniques and models.
In this particular issue we will find articles in the classical problems of numerical analysis like: new numerical methods
for differential equations (PDE, ODE) and its improvements in convergence and stability, numerical solution of integral
equations, Interpolation and Approximation and Numerical linear Algebra. However we will find new directions in the
creation of algorithms like: Complex Networks design, dynamical models for Parallel algorithms design, or cryptography.
All in all we find this special issue an informative and useful collection of papers andwehope that the readers of JCAMwill
enjoy the reading asmuch as the editors did in putting them together. If the reader is interested in the presented techniques
he can find interesting the below references.
Finally we want to thank Professor Luc Wuytack and all the authors for their help in contributing excellently to this
special volume. This issue has the support of Spanish CICYT under the projects: MTM2008-05489 and MTM2008-03829-E.
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